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used during the prologue and the first two rounds of the match. The operators of the internet streaming service twitch.tv have helped set up the company's own version of a play-by-play broadcast, with multiple camera angles. Notable appearances Four former professional video game players, Maximilian "rOtk" Fussel, Christian "Fabinho" Fehler, Niels-Christian "NaToSaphiX" Sillensee, and Michael
"Friis" Friis, played in the first game of DreamHack Summer, the Swedish national championship. DreamHack also broadcast the Qualifiers for DreamHack Summer 2012, the DreamHack Winter 2012, and the World Cyber Games. Results and standings Bracket Qualifier round Group stage Group A Group B Group C Group D Group E Group F Group G Group H Knockout stage References
Category:DreamHack Open Category:2012 in esports Category:2012 in Swedish sport Category:November 2012 events in Europe Category:21st century in GothenburgSummary The following is a comparative study of the patterns of administrative control in public and private universities in Ireland between 1986 and 1995. In particular it examines the distribution of local authority powers in relation
to the institutional structure of the university sector. A number of striking differences exist between the form of administrative control exercised by local authorities in public and private universities. Whereas municipal authorities have plenary powers over the universities in both types of institution, the extent of such control in Ireland’s private universities is relatively small. In public universities the
majority of institutions exercise a degree of ‘independent’ administrative control with powers limited to issues such as the provision of services, budget, health and safety regulation and property management. In contrast, the range of administrative powers exercised by the sector’s private institutions is significantly wider and encompasses not only the provision of university services but also other
activities such as research and the study of social issues. Local authorities in all sectors have the potential to exercise control over the conduct of academic research. In public universities the powers available to local authorities are more limited than those that exist in private universities. Most public 82157476af
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